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Image is not available forColour: Sorry, this item is not available in Image is not available Airlift is a film inspired by the real-life evacuation of Indian citizens that took place in the Gulf War 1990. Protagonist Akshay Kumar plays Ranjit Katyal, a successful Kuwaiti-based businessman with his wife, played by Nimrat Kaur and daughter. Ranjit is a self-consumed man who does not
look beyond himself and his family. However, he has a change of heart when Iraqi troops enter Kuwait and the army invades the place of taking people hostage. More than 1,70,000 Indians were left homeless and became refugees in one day. The film then follows the struggle of the people and the way Ranjit evacuated the abandoned Indians to return home safely. Will Ranjit be
successful in this regard? Will his cruelty to the country be changed? Stay tuned for the mx player to see what happens in the Airlift story. Get Airlift movie real story, Airlift movie in Full HD, Airlift movie online, right here. Airlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip Movie Info Full Name: Airlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip Size: 710 MB Quality: DVD-Rip Genres: Drama,
History, Thriller Release Date: January 22, 2016 Language: Hindi Cast: Akshay Kumar, Nimrat Kaur, Feryna Wazheir Airlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip The film opens in Kuwait (August 1990) with Indian representative Ranjit Katiyal securing a business manage Emir of Kuwait. Katiyal is a heartless representative who will go to any lengths to make a benefit. He is effective
and all around associated in Kuwait and Iraq. Katiyal calls herself Kuwaiti and criticizes mostly the Indians. Download Full Movie in HD (710 MB) - Synopsis Airlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip The movie opens in Kuwait (August 1990) with Indian representative Ranjit Katiyal securing a business manage emir of Kuwait. Katiyal is a heartless representative who will go to any
lengths to make a benefit. He is effective and all around associated in Kuwait and Iraq. Katiyal calls herself Kuwaiti and criticizes mostly the Indians. He has a huge castle and very much named in Kuwait, he makes a cheerful house with his wife Amrita and his sweet minimum little girl Simu. Late that night he learned that Iraq had attacked Kuwait. (He clarifies that Iraq and Kuwait
have had strained relations: Iraq owes a substantial dollar obligation to Kuwait, and Saddam encouraged the Kuwaiti foundation to cut oil supplies so that costs can rise. When Kuwait denied and remained resilient Saddam demanded assault.) At the moment Katiyal is confident that the attack is one of many minor commitments. He asks that Amrita take tyke away to London for a
few days until things cool down. The film as Indians greet Katiyal as they get on planes that will take them homeAirlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip, Airlift 2016 movie Free download, Akshay Kumar, Nimrat Kaur, Feryna Wazheir, Wazheir, download free movie, download movies, movies against Airlift Full Movie Download Free DVD Rip If you are experiencing any problem
please Comment below Thanks. The most popular Indian films #148 | 3 wins &amp; 6 nominations. See More Awards » Find Out More Edit It's in this scenario that Ranjit Katyal (played by Akshay Kumar), a wealthy and powerful Indian businessman who has always seen himself as a Kuwaiti rather than an Indian, realizes that he no longer exerts any influence on the Iraqis, and
that he and his family are in danger as much as anyone else. Ranjit unknowingly becomes the man that all 170,000 Indians admire for safely taking them out of Kuwait. Air transport is the story of Indians stranded in Kuwait during this traumatic period. A story about them, with the help of Ranjit Katyal, managed to survive the Iraqi invasion, and against all quotas they traveled a
thousand kilometers across the border to Amman, Jordan. Since Amman, 170,000 Indians have been brought home by the largest and most successful evacuation ever attempted by any country in the history of the world. Over 59 days, the Indian government has systematically flown over 488 Commercial Air India flights to a war zone to evacuate all 170,000 Indians and bring
them safely... Written by T-Series Plot Summary | Arab Synopsis Plot | Kuwait | businessman | evacuation | 1990 | See All (14) » Slogans: 1.70,000 refugees. 488 flights. 59 days. 1 man Certificate: See all certifications » Parent's Guide: View Advisory Content » Edit The first program of the film was filmed in Al-Hamra Palace Beach Resort in Ras Al Khaimah and Ujjain, Madhya
Pradesh in early March 2015. See more » In the film, the characters are presented as drinking and eating from Al Manama Supermarket. In reality, Al Manama Supermarket has only branches in the United Arab Emirates and India, but not in Kuwait. See more » Ranjit Katyal: The only thing that sets us apart is that we are Indians and not Kuwaitis. If we're together, it matters.
Otherwise, it doesn't mean anything. See more » Featured in Housefull 3 (2016) See more » Mera Nachan Not Written by: Kumar Product by: Amal Malnik Performed by: Brijesh Shandyya, Divya Kumar and Amaal Mallick See more » User Reviews Officially Edit Facebook | Official release date twitter: January 22, 2016 (India) See more » Also known as: Gong-su-jak-jjeon See
more » Jaisalmer, Rajasthan, India Edit Budget: $4,400,000 (estimated) Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $9,323,484 See more on IMDbPro » Head of Good Movies, Emmay Entertainment, T-Series See more » Runtime: 130 min | 119 min (Netflix) Aspect Ratio: 2.35 : 1 View full technical specs » »
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